Rapport
Emne:
Arctic Science Summit Week 2017 (ASSW2017) – A Dynamic Arctic in Global Change og
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS) / Artic Workshop: Arctic Continental
Margins: Issues, Stakeholder Needs, and the Role of Earth Observational Data
Tidspunkt:
31. marts – 2. april: Business Sessions
3. april: Excursions
4. april – 7. april: Scientific Sessions
Sted:
Clarion Congress Hotel, Prag, Tjekkiet
Deltagere:
Sekretær Arnajaaq Lynge, Sekretariatet for Grønlands Forskningsråd
Formål:
“The ASSW is the annual gathering of international organizations engaged in supporting and
facilitating Arctic research. Its purpose is to provide opportunities for international coordination,
collaboration and cooperation in all fields of Artic science and to combine science and management
meeting. Side meetings organized by groups with interest in the Arctic science and policy will also
be within the week.”

Arctic Science Summit Week 2017 - ASSW
31. marts – 2. april: Business Sessions
3. april: Excursions
4. april – 7. april: Scientific Sessions

Association of Polar Early Career Scientists - APECS
Emne:
Artic Workshop: Arctic Continental Margins: Issues, Stakeholder Needs, and the Role of Earth
Observational Data
Dato:
30. og 31. marts

Invitationstekst:
‘Dear All,
Many thanks again for volunteering to participate in the panel discussion on "Building successful
collaborations with indigenous organisations and communities" during the APECS Workshop at
ASSW!
Time: 11 - 12:30
Place: Clarion Congress Hotel, Virgo Room
Session chairs: Meagan Gabrowski (Yukon Research Centre) and Emily Choy (University of
Manitoba)
At the start of the panel, it would be great if you could all say a few words about your background
(no more than a couple of minutes).
The chairs will then ask the following three questions:
1. What advice do you have for researchers to ensure meaningful engagement with communities?
2. Who within the indigenous community would you contact to initiate a collaboration or event with
your community? What advice do you have for researchers to determine this?
3. What ways can grad students communicate with the communities they work near given time and
funding limitations? (re: grad students = time and funding limited and relationship building = longterm). How can students continue their engagement beyond their timelines?’

Fremlæggelse:
“Building successful collaborations and communities”
Sessionsbeskrivelse:
“While a significant amount of field research are conducted at or near indigenous communities, there
exists a lack of interaction and communication between scientists and the local population at multiple
scales. Similarly, there is still a lack of indigenous participation in polar research, both at the
individual and organizational level. Here the panel aims to touch on ways and initiatives to effecticely
engage local communities in research and knowledge transfer”
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS)
Answering questions from the chairs Meagan Gabrowski (Yukon Research Centre) and Emily
Choy (University of Manitoba)
Præsentation og introduktionsnotater vedhæftet.

“Building successful collaborations and communities”

Greenland Research Council
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists

APECS

Secretary Arnajaaq Lynge, MSSc

Experiences from
West Greenland

Community / Culture group
Younger / Older generation
Different / Opposite values
Different ways of hunting
Education – Work - Danish Calendar
Limitations / Globalization

Dynamic Culture - Changing - More Modern

Challenges
Lack of use of Indigenous / Local Knowledge
No direct opportunity to make reform proposals
Implemented Danish laws, almost no Greenlandic Culture based Laws
Though researchers in cooperation with the Council can be used to
advise the Government of Greenland
The Council lacks methods to connect the community with scientists,
thus creating a link between society and political decision-makers in
Greenland

The Objectives of the Council
To promote and strengthen the Greenland research rooted in Greenland for the benefit
of the Greenlandic society:
1)

To increase the extent of research activities and quality of research, including
research program

2)

Coordination and prioritization of research

3)

Strengthening of Greenland's participation in international research

4)

Strengthening of Greenland's participation in collaborative research in the
commonwealth

5)

Strengthening cooperation between public and private research

6)

Increased use of research and innovation in Greenland, including as a basis
for commercialization

7)

Increased dissemination to the public on Greenland research

Practice of the Council
Research Promotion fundings
PhD & PostDoc Project fundings
Dissemination on our website
Annual Seminars with Greenlandic Research Institutes

http://www.forskningsraadet.gl/en/research-institutions/

Initiatives against the challenges:
Excursion in Savalimmiut / the Faroes and

Akilineq / Canada

Collect knowledge about methods for connecting research
and society
Collect knowledge about communicating research to the
community
Collect knowledge about the methods used for
dissemination to society

New goals
Better Counseling to Naalakkersuisut in Greenland
Bigger finance – External finance
More employees
New member appointing methods in order to anchor
knowledge and initiatives in the Council
New funding requirements:
Dissemination to the community from the researchers
Including the community in research
Research for the community

Topic:
‘Building successful collaborations and communities’
Session description:
“While a significant amount of field research are conducted at or near indigenous communities,
there exists a lack of interaction and communication between scientists and the local population at
multiple scales. Similarly, there is still a lack of indigenous participation in polar research, both at
the individual and organizational level. Here the panel aims to touch on ways and initiatives to
effecticely engage local communities in research and knowledge transfer”
Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS)
Presentation of my own background:
My name is Arnajaaq Lynge, and I am the Secretary of Greenland Research Council.
I am educated teacher and have taught at the elementary school for more than 10 years, both in
West and East Greenland.
I took my bachelor degree in Cultural and Social History of the Arctic, Greenland in specific, where
I took my Master degree in Science of Social Sciences in Háskólinn á Akureyri, the University of
Akureyri, Iceland, studying MA Polar Law as a guest student from Ilisimatusarfik, University of
Greenland.
During my studies, I worked with the Rights of Children at the ICC Greenland (Inuit Circumpolar
Council in Greenland) and MIO Greenland (National Advocacy for Childrens Rights)
I am an Inuk part of Inuit indigenous peoples, but by the latest constitution by the Government of
Greenland, I am a Kalaaleq part of the Kalaallit people equal to the Danish people in the Kingdom
of Denmark, I am a Danish citizen, from Kalaallit Nunaat, the Land of Kalaallit, known as
Greenland.
I see myself as an Inuk, Kalaaleq, but I also see other indigenous groups within Greenland like
Inugghuit, Iivi, Inivit, even they are not lawfully recognized by the Government of Greenland.
My experiences during my field projects in West Greenland are especially relevant to this topic.
For example my experience from my field trip for my Master thesis: “Reindeer Hunters in West
Greenland, and their Rights”
I was part of the Community, but was not part of the reindeer hunter culture group
I am a younger generation with with different or opposite values from the traditional reindeer
hunters
We have different ways of hunting, based by our new lifestyles, our new culture.
We, the younger generation are educated, we work and we live by the Danish calendar.
We have limitation from following the traditional ways of hunting. I can say that we are globalized.
Our culture is dynamic, it is changing and it is more modern.
It is not a bad thing, it is a good thing.
That’s how we keep our culture alive. Our dynamic culture.
Challenges
We know that there are lack of use of Indigenous or local knowledge
Also in our country
There are no direct opportunity from the locals to make reform proposals, if you are not an elected
politician, if you are not a Naalakkersuisoq.
The Indigenous Peoples in Greenland do not have a possibility to make reform proposals.

We have implemented many Danish laws, where we almost don’t have any laws based on
Greenlandic Culture
Though researchers in cooperation with the Council can be used to advise the Government of
Greenland
The Council lacks methods to connect the community with scientists, thus creating a link between
society and political decision-makers in Greenland
The Objectives of the Council
To promote and strengthen the Greenland research rooted in Greenland for the benefit of the
Greenlandic society:
1)
To increase the extent of research activities and quality of research, including
research program
2)
Coordination and prioritization of research
3)
Strengthening of Greenland's participation in international research
4)
Strengthening of Greenland's participation in collaborative research in the
commonwealth
5)
Strengthening cooperation between public and private research
6)
Increased use of research and innovation in Greenland, including as a basis
for
commercialization
7)
Increased dissemination to the public on Greenland research
The Act of the Council are:
Research Promotion fundings for Greenlandic Research projects
PhD & PostDoc Project fundings that has a collaborations projects between danish and greenlandic
research institutions
Dissemination on our website, forskningsraadet.gl, soon to be changed to nis.gl
Annual Seminars with Greenlandic Research Institutes. The latest one was about a Joint Research
Strategy in Greenland in cooperation with the Greenlandic research institutions. Now the
Government of Greenland is working on its own Research Strategy, run by Research coordinator
Sten Lund.
In this link, you can see the research strategies of the individual research institutes in Greenland.
http://www.forskningsraadet.gl/en/research-institutions/
Initiatives against the challenges:
Excursion in Savalimmiut / the Faroes and Akilineq / Canada
Collect knowledge about methods for connecting research and society
Collect knowledge about communicating research to the community
Collect knowledge about the methods used for dissemination to society
New goals
Better Counseling to Naalakkersuisut in Greenland
Bigger finance – External finance
More employees
New member appointing methods in order to anchor knowledge and initiatives in the Council
New funding requirements:

Dissemination to the community from the researchers
Including the community in research
Research for the community
Answering questions from the chairs Meagan Gabrowski (Yukon Research Centre) and Emily
Choy (University of Manitoba):
1. What advice do you have for researchers to ensure meaningful engagement with
communities?
In every research area, it is a need to have an understandig, or at least respect for the local culture.
It is important to make research that is for the locals, and not only for the research itself, but for the
best of the community.
Otherwice, it would not have meaning for the people who lives where you are doing your research.
Things that can make meaning to the people are:
creating jobs, knowledge exchange, giving them experience which they can use in the future
2. Who within the indigenous community would you contact to initiate a collaboration or event
with your community?
What advice do you have for researchers to determine this?
I would contact small local organizations, or KNAPK (the Association of Fishers and Hunters in
Greenland ´s (KNAPK), the municipalities, research institutes in Greenland, us, companies for a
collaboration
For an event, I would take advantage of giving information about the research during a Culture
Night in Greenland
In Nuuk, the Greenland Institute of Natural Ressources is also part of it every January. Which is
similar to Research Night that is held every September in Scandinavia.
3. What ways can grad students communicate with the communities they work near given time
and funding limitations? (re: grad students = time and funding limited and relationship
building = long-term).
How can students continue their engagement beyond their timelines?
Understand how the local communities use time. For example in North Greenland, and other Arctic
communities, the summertime is almost timeless. It is almost impossible to make an agenda,
because the local people make their agenda by nature.
Of course, work places have administration hours.
The weather itself and nature conditions are also the most important terms you need to work after.
Therefore your agenda won’t work 100%.
Snow-ball method is very good to use, but before coming to places, you need to contact locals.
We have today internet, facebook, and other social media opportunities. Use them. Before field
work and after. A lot of Greenlandic People use facebook. Keep in contact with the communities.
Use them as knowledge base, for example a project that was held by Danish researchers, called
Piniariarneq, which was held by Najaaraq Paniula this January, the researchers gave the local
hunters GPS’ with apps, which can take photos, locate the observed data (animals and environment
conditions) and then make a map out of it.
It was not only an quantitative research, it was also a qualitative research, where they got
information about the culture, clothing traditions problems and other important things that means to
the local people
Answering questions from the audience

